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A comforter is a type of blanket. The purpose of comforter sets is to make the user warm particularly
during sleep but they can also serve as mattress pads. They are normally large and have a
rectangular shape. People normally use comforters with bed sheet sets. College comforters are a
type of comforters used in colleges and universities. The size of comforters corresponds with the
size of beds which are full, twin, king, cal-king and queen.

Sometimes comforter sets are covered for prolonged use and protection. The covers that are used
to protect the comforters are similar to those used in pillows, normally closed with buttons or
zippers. Comforters are filled inside with layers of materials like down feathers, polyester batting,
silk or wool. They can be made out of fur normally with a backing of silk or satin. The level of
insulation as well as the weight is determined by the loft of the filling. Most outer shells of college
comforters are typically made using silk, polyester fabrics or cotton with different thread counts.

Comforter shells come in varying designs and colors, usually designed to blend with other bedding.
The reason why comforter sets are called comforters is not known. They probably got that name
because of the comfort they give users in bed. The vast majority of people use comforters including
college students. College comforters can be either heavy or light depending with the climate the
college is in. Most of these comforters are made from a blend of cotton since cotton is a natural
fabric that allows you to breathe while you are asleep and also facilitates the evaporation of
perspiration. This is the same reason one can wear cotton gloves for a longer time period than
those made from plastic, without feeling uncomfortable. Most comforter sets also come with pillows
and sheet to help on achieve a coordinated look.

Comforter sets come in all sizes begin from the really small one for babies to the really huge ones
for adults. They are also found in uncountable patterns leaving it up to the user to find what he or
she likes. In fact if one visits a store that sells comforters, he or she will spend quite some time
there. However, most colleges and other learning institutions maintain the same simple pattern for
all of their college comforters in order to be uniform.

The main aim of comforter sets is to provide warmth and comfort especially during sleep. These
comforters are made from various materials and come in numerous sizes, design, color and pattern.
Before going to shop for a comforter set, one can try to window shop online in order to have an idea
of what they would love to purchase. One should visit many online sites of manufactures to get the
best deal.   The majority of manufacturers have website through which they market their comforter
sets.  
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Adair Sawyer - About Author:
Obsessed with sleeping snugly in a comforter set. Check out our collection of impressive a college
comforters, you will buy one for sure.
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